
Here is the Skinny on the “CHILI COOKOFF” Event. 

DATE:  JUNE 17  Wednesday
PLACE:  Reservations at Rollins Lake, 17 June, 
              Campsites 6 & 7.
As you enter through the gate, there is a charge of $6.00/per car
If you want to save some bucks, we can car-pool on this event.

DIRECTIONS:
8:00am: leaving Orchard Creek (you can come a bit later, if your team approves)
 
- Take Highway 80 to Colfax exit towards Grass Valley, highway 174.
- Stay right, at intersection by Italian Restaurant on left, bear right. 
  (you will see Rollins Lake soon, in fact, you pass one place where lake is
  on both sides of road).
- Entrance is on left, then follow signs to boat launch area.
  (roads are paved)

We will have two teams:
AMERICAN Cars and Japanese VS. EUROPEAN Cars--German and British 

So far, we have:

Team A--                   Team B--
Berry                         Fong
Drake                        Brinsley
Myers                        Naragon
Leonard                     Webb
Rooney                     Schmidt
Brewster                   Milbauer
Orlove                       Hanson

I understand some would like to switch teams. Well...we could designate a few as 
POW's, 
and if equitable, arrange for a prisoner swap.
Let me know if you want to do this, and I will try to accommodate you--no guarantee.
 
 
 
 
RULES
-         You will need to plan to be ready to eat at 12:00 NOON.



-    You need to cook EVERYTHING there.
-    You can use canned tomato paste, sauce and beans. (everything else must be cooked 
there) 

-         You can have more than ONE type of  chili, in fact that is encouraged.

 
CAPTAINS
     -   TEAM A Captain:   NEED VOLUNTEER
-    TEAM B Captain:   TOM WEBB

 
UTINSILS 
- Each team responsible for their own equipment
  (Coleman stove, propane stove, charcoal---whatever else you need)

- Each team needs to provide plates, bowls, cups, knives, forks,
  (whatever you need).
    
OTHER
-  Each team will provide their own beverages, breads, nappies and anything else
   you may need.
-         There is access to water

-         There are clean restrooms

-         Bring chairs

Our sites are at the lakeside, so if you want to try some FISHING---have at it!!

Looking forward to a good time!!
 
Call if you have any questions, 
Tom & Leici


